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We compute the differential cross section for t)he process e+p+e+pR where pR is a nucleon resonance characterized by parity TR, spin J, and mass l)/IR The two inelastic form factors describing this cross section are expressed in terms of three amplitudes characterizing the (p, pR) electromagnetic vertex.
The kinematic and analytic structure of these three amplitudes as a function of 42 are discussed. The case of the 33 resonance is discussed in some detail.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of inelastic electron-proton scattering is likely to increase in importance as a probe of the structure of the nucleon as higher energies and momentum transfers become available. Furthermore, from both the experiment,al and theoretical standpoint, excitation of resonant states (isobars) of the nucleon will be of particular interest. We here review and extend' the phenomenologicnl description of such a process, giving the general vertex and differential cross section for e-+ p -+ e-+ p, , where pR is a nucleon resonance characterized by parity ?T~ , spin J, and mass ill. We find the analogue of the description of elastic e -p scattering by the Rosenbluth formul a; our main result is the following expression for the cross section, where only the final electron is detected, and whcrc! the initial particles are unpolarized Here E and 13 are incident electron energy and scattering angle, and M and nz are isobar and nucleon masses, respectively. q3 = 4~' sin2 (e/2) is the invariant fourmomentum transfer, while q *' is the magnitude of the three-momentum transfer from the electron in the isobar rest frame:
This frame is especially convenient for the kinematical analysis of the process. The form factors fC and f+ are the analogues of GE and GM for elastic scattering, and are functions of q2. Unfortunately, these threshold properties may not be of use, because only spacelike momentum transfers are available experimentally, and it is not clear whether the threshold behavior still persists there. For example, if we use the nonrelativistic reduction to nuclear physics (~2, M + CQ ) then we know from the Bessel functions involved fc -(4*w for q*R < L (1.6)
2 For the special case $s+ --t ;S+, fC -q*2 and f--q* ;
where L = J f >k depending on the parity and R is the radius of the target,. in order that threshold behavior still persist for spacclike Q'. This is a rather sm:~ll interaction radius. For the normal parity transitions, we find an additional relation betweeri j, ant1 j* valid near t'hreshold, which is an additional test on the spin-parity assignmc~ntj and t,he assumption of dominance of the threshold behavior. This relation
is well-known in nuclear physics. In particular it is the relation which allows one to get photon lifetimes for electric transitions from Coulomb excitation.
The rest of t'his paper is devoted to the details of deriving the cross section and to discussion, as best as we can on general grounds alone, of what behavior might be expected of the form factors.
In Section II, we write down the general electromagnetic vertex function between isobar and the nucleon. Two representations are used. The first is the Jacob-Wick (4) helicity representation, written down in the isobar rest frame.
In the second we explicitly describe the isobar by a generalized spinor wave funcOion (5) ~;l"'!J-l/? (pi = 1, '. . ,d; i' = 1, . '. 4) 11.10)
In each instance three form factors are involved. In Section III, we square the matrix element and sum over spins to obt,ain the cross section, using again both the helicity and spinor wave function methods. The connection between the two approaches is then established.
In Section IV, t'he threshold behavior of the form factors is derived. In Sec*t.ion V, we review the analytic properties of the form factors expected from Feynmat~ diagram considerations. Unlike elastic scattering, complex singularities appcat and the form factors need not be real. Indeed in certain circumstances the phase of the form factor is determined by the Watson final-state theorem, and we discuss how this comes about. Finally, in Section VI, we summarize briefly implications of some models for the ,a;' resonance, in particular that of Pubini, Nambu, and Wataghin (6) and of Gourdin and Salin (1). The general process of electron excitation of the nucleon is illustrated in Fig. 1 . We are primarily interested in the case where the final nucleon state is a nucleon isobar characterized by a spin J, parity 1~~ , and mass M. The problem then is to study the nucleon-isobar electromagnetic vertex (P'l JdO) In where ]P) is the Heisenberg state vector of the initial nucleon and IP') that of the final nucleon system (they are both eigenstates of the four momentum operator P,,). J,(O) is the electromagnetic current operator of the strongly interacting system evaluated at the space-time point x, = 0.
In analyzing the nucleon-isobar electromagnetic vertex, it is most convenient to work in the rest frame of the final isobar. In t'his frame, the final state is an eigenstate of angular momentum J, the spin of the isobar. We shall use two methods to analyze the vertex. The first is the helicity analysis of Jacob and Wick (4) and the second is an explicit construction of the wave function of the isobar in the spirit of Rarita and Schwinger (8) . We present both methods since, although they lead to the same result, they tend to emphasize different aspects of the problem and hence give one some additional insight. We start with the helicity analysis.3
HELICITY ANALYSIS
In the rest frame of the isobar the quantity we want to study is &JMI J,(O) Iq*Q where h is the helicity of the initial nucleon and q* = q = P is its momentum. We 3 Similar considerations have recently been made by T. D. Lee (to be published). See also (9) . An helicity analysis of electroproduction of the 33 resonance has also been carried out independently by P. Kessler (18) . now want to use angular momentum conservation and the fact that J(0) transforms as a vector under rotation while Jo(O) transforms as a scalar. Our final state is already an eigenstate of angular momentum. The problem is therefore t,o expand the initial nucleon state in eigenstates of angular momentum. From the work of Jacob and Wick, one knows immediately how to do this. The basic: theorem is that One gets the appropriate energy-angular momentum-helicity eigenstate by integrating the momentum eigenstate over solid angles and using as a weighting function the rotation matrices DS . (We follow the angular momentum notation of Edmonds (10) .) The final 'pp in the argument of the Z& functions is merely :L definition of the over-all phase of the states (~eKihVp) as discussed in Jacob and Wick. The completeness properties of the a>' kh allow us to invert this relation and give us the required result.. That is,
h2 JMI J,(O) ISA>
It is convenient at this point to introduce eigenstates of parity. From the work of Jacob and Wick the parity operator ii acting on the nucleon state gives ii ~qjmx) = (-l)j-lj2 /qjwL -A).
(2.4)
We can therefore introduce the parity eigenstates
The problem is therefore reduced to studying the matrix elements and only get a contribution here if J = j. There is, however, still one relation between these four reduced matrix elements which comes from the continuity equation for the nucleon electromagnetic current 
Our task is to reconstruct the electromagnetic vertex function in this lunguagc in analogy to the conventional (11) relativistic treatment of, say, t'he proi on vertex. From the helicity description we know that t'here will be three intiependent form factors; our choice of spinor covariants will be motivated e.c: cast facto. The choice we do make has the convenient property t'hat cross terms botween the different form factors vanish when the amplit'ude is squared and spins are summed in const,ruct,ing the cross section. So without further ado, wc writ,c> for the general form of the vertex function for normal parity transition f 2t-+ :j 2 .
5 ,,+ . . . 6 One of us uses a metric such that v,, = (v, ivo), a.b = a.b -a&o The 7 matrices :ire hermitian and satisfy i-y,, , y. } = 2S,, . The Dirac equation is (i7.P + m)u(P, X) = 0 and we take our spinors t)o be normalized to u(P, X')u(P, h) = &A, -41~0 7; = *,lyzyayh .
where the pseudovector S, is defined by
For abnormal parity transitions the only change that need be made is the replacement u(P, A> + Y&(P, A) (2.20)
For spin x final states the spinor P has no indices par and consequently the coefficient of g2 does not make sense. In this case there are only the two form factors g1 and g3 . Indeed q2g1 and g3 correspond to the electric and magnetic form factors Gg and GM used in the proton elastic vertex function.
To proceed toward obtaining a cross section in terms of these form factors it is convenient to specialize to the rest frame of the isobar. From property (5) the lower components (r = 3,4) as well as the time components (p, = 4) of the isobar spinor vanish in this frame, and it is easy to go to a two-component "Pauli spinor" formalism for both isobar and proton. Upon carrying out this reduction we obtain6 for normal parity transitions,
This will be the most useful form for calculating the spin sums, which are most easily done in the isobar rest frame. We caution the reader not to infer too hastily the "threshold behavior," i.e., the behavior for low q*, from this formula; this is discussed in more detail in Section IV.
For abnormal parity transitions we make the replacement in Eq. (2.21)
III. CROSS SECTIONS
The cross sections for the process illustrated in Fig. 1 can be written in standard fashion as (1 S) &4a2dbl~W N 1 2d q4 py '" ( (P.P)~ -m12m2 11/2 (3.1) 6 Notice that in this frame 84 = 0; S = M(z X q). Also x+(x)x04 = 1 where p and p' are the initial and final lepton four-momenta, 1~ is the nucleon mass and ml is the lepton mass. The covariant tensor W,, is given by
where D is the normalization volume, E is the energy of the target, xinitiai indicates an average over nucleon orientations. From general considerations of VOvariance, parity conservation, and current conservation, a;ww = W,"P" = 0 the tensor W,, is known to have the form (13) w,, = w,ii", q.P) (6,. -y)
+ Wdq", q.P) $ ( P, -I,:;" q&i >( P"
The cross section in the laboratory frame is given by where the kinematics are illustrated in Fig. 2 . We now proceed to calculate the covariant tensor W,, and then the cross sections. We must evaluate .
+R JMI J,(O) jqX)(qX 1 J,(O) /mz JM)
We see that we can take out (d3P'/E')ti4(P -P' -q)m" as a factor if the final state is an isobar and we define W,, = $ a4(P -P' -q)"?T,, (3.10) We can now use the general form of W,, or T,, to simplify the calculation. Since there are only two general form factors T1 and Tz we need only two relations to determine these quantities. We can therefore compute From the general form of T,, T~.=T,(q2)(a,.-~)+T,(qz~~(p,-~qp,)(p~-~q.) (3.13) it follows that in our special frame we can write and These equations give one the two necessary relations and we can solve to get This expression gives us the transverse form factors evaluated at one momentum transfer, namely q2 = 0. This last relation can be used to give an approximate formula for the inelastic electron scattering cross section at small $, the Weizacker-Williams approximation. Keeping terms of order q* in the last bracket in Eq. (3.18) we find
WAVE FUNCTION DESCRIPTION
We may also compute WI and WZ in terms of the form factors gl , g2 and g3 and obtain a connection between them and the magnitudes of fC and f* . We return to Eqs. We insert the factor 6' to take into account abnormal parity transitions, in which case the expressions Eqs. We again caution the reader not to read off the threshold (low q*) behavior of the cross section from these formulas; detailed discussion of this point is given in Section IV.
IV. THRESHOLD BEHAVIOR
From our general discussion of the nucleon-isobar electromagnetic vertex we can extract the dependence on q* as Q* ---f 0 and q. -+ A4 -m. This dependence is very useful in nuclear physics as it allows one to identify the multipolarity of the transitions involved. It also allows one to predict which transitions will become important as the momentum transfer to the nucleon is increased. In the case of the nucleon however, the applicability to physical situations is not so straightforward, as discussed in the introduction.
SPINOR WAVE FUNCTION METHOD
In the limit q* --+ 0, we search for those spinor covariants, linear combinations of the ones appearing in Eq. (2.18)) which contain the fewest possible powers of Q*. Considering first the case of normal parity, we find that the amplitude x go M2bp1 q.P -qfQ ,.P>dP, x) (s+-+$-, . .
is the only (gauge invariant) vertex which behaves as **J--3/2 as q* + 0. Thus, provided go # 0 for q* = 0, this amplitude dominates all others for sufficient'ly small q*. Upon reducing this expression to the isobar rest frame and then reexpressing the amplitude in terms of form factors 91, g2 , g3 we find The assumption going into this result is that t,he 'threshold amplitude" Eq. ( 4.1 I is dominant, for physically accessible 4'. Notice that any y' dependence in ,J,)( (I? I cancels out, in the ratio in Eq. (4.6). For abnormal parity t,ransit.ions, it is not possible to find a threshold amplit,ntlc such a.8 Eq. (4.1) which behaves as (q*)'-"". This comes about because t.he y5, coupling large and small components of the spinors, gives a f:lctor q*d.Q. There are, however, two independent amplitudes which have the threshold behavior (Q*)'~-"'. The first is Eq. (4.1) with u(P, X) 4 -y5u(P, X ). A second may be taken t'o be For the case of @' -+ >$* transitions, only two form factors occur (g2 must vanish) and similar considerations as before lead to threshold behaviors I fc I2 -(a*)" I f* I2 -c4*j2 1 M+ -+ >s+) (4.11)
I fc I2 -(n*)"
I.f* 12-1 05+ --+ $5-1 (4.12)
HELICITY REPRESENTATION
The entire q* dependence of the reduced matrix elements is contained in the nucleon state vectors Iq*X). One can give an explicit construction of this state by using the fact that the state vectors form a basis for an infinite dimensional unitary representation of the Poincare group. That is, there is a unitary operator A e QK6 which "boosts" us from the rest frame of the particle to a momentum q* in the z direction. We write is the finite rotation operator and think of letting q* -+ 0 we see that we must let $, act often enough in the expansion of the exponential so that we can get a basis for the jth representation of the rotation group. If it does not appear often enough, the integration over %$ will give zero. Furthermore, since & is a polar vector it must act often enough to give us a state of the correct parity, which is what we eventually want. Since each time a $, acts it carries with it a power of (q*/m) we can read off the q* dependence in the various cases. We find (1 One might be tempted to conclude from these arguments that, the expansion parameter for the threshold behavior is 9*/m. However, this argument is invalid since, at least in nuclear physics, it is known t,hat t,he relevant quantity is t,he size of the target and not the reciprocal of its mass.
In the case of normal parity transitions the relation (4.6) between the transverse and coulomb form factors follows from the continuity equations, for if we write 
V. ANALYTIC PROPERTIES
The analytic properties of the form factors gi(a") are more complex than the form factors F1(p2) and Fz(q2) of elastic electron-proton scattering. Not only is there the cut for timelike q2 < -4p2( p = m,) but there are complex singularities which appear for isobar masses large enough to cause instability. The form factors then become complex. The complete analytic properties of an arbitrary vertex graph with an unstable particle on one leg are unknown; however, it is known that there are no singularities in the upper half q2 plane. In addition the triangle diagram has been extensively studied; we here review the situation for the kinematics appropriate to this problem. We consider the diagram shown in Fig. 3 On general grounds, from the Kambu representation (14), we know t'hat for M2 = m2 there is no anomalous threshold, and the singularities consist only of a cut in the q3 plane from -4~' to -=s, As M' is increased the anomalous singularity emerges into t'he physical sheet (we take the minus sign in Eq. (5.2) ) and moves down to q' :z -2~' as M --$ m + p. For M > m + EL the singularity moves into the lower half q' plane as shown in Fig. 4 , and again this is dictated by the Nambu representSation. If we give the particle a width, M" + (M -TX')~, the singularity moves to the right. We conclude from this behavior that the form factors will, for kinematical reasons, be complex and that they possess complex singularities. It is, of course, an open question of how important these are. For the 33 resonance, this diagram (the "pion current" term) is relatively unimportant. However, for higher resonances such effects may have to be considered.
THE FINAL STATE THEOREM AND COMPLEX SINGULARITIES
We have seen in the previous discussion that the triangle diagrams develop complex singularities when the mass of the isobar is such that it is unstable against pion decay. We know, however, from the general properties of unitarity and invariance under time reversal that partial wave transition amplitudes for a weak process (in this case electromagnetic) leading to a strongly interactSing 6 . Model of S-wave meson-nucleon scattering amplitude pair of particles in the final state have a phase equal to the scattering phase shift of those two particles at the appropriate energy. Since the complex singularities are intimately related to the phase of the production amplitude in the physical region it is interesting to see how this connection can come about. To see this connection we make a very simple model of the scattering and production process which is unitary, invariant under time reversal, and contains a triangle diagram. We consider scalar photons, pions, and nucleons since the spin complexities are not really relevant to the points under discussion. We consider the pion production mechanism to be that of the photon interacting with the pion current and ejecting a pion as illustrated in Fig. 5 . This is often referred to as the "retardation term." The pion can then rescatter off the nucleon and we take a point two-pion-two-nucleon coupling of strength X to describe this. We then consider s-wave electropion production. Now the s-wave pion-nucleon scattering amplitude in this model is given by the sum of graphs illustrated in . /-1 6(Z2 + /2)8( (P -q -u2 + iw") e(Zo)e(Po -qo -lo) @rj4 = Fo (q2, W") Pm?
We can now write the electroprodu&on amplitude in this model Therefore we conclude that for q2 > 0
which is just the final state theorem. We also see that as far as the analytic properties in i2 are concerned, F(q', lV2) has the complex singularities of bot,h Fo(q*, W') and A(q', W").
VI. APPLICATIONS
As an example of an application of the preceding formalism, we discuss briefly electron excitation of the first excited state of the nucleon, the T = B$, .I = 32 resonance. We first consider the model of Fubini, luiambu, and Wataghin," in which the photon is absorbed on a nucleon via an isovector magnetic dipole interaction. The term so obtained has the same structure r3d.e X qGG'(q") as the Born amplitude for absorpt'ion of a neutral pion of momentum E X q. The full photoproduction amplitude of the 33 is then proportional to the amplitude for QT'~ -+ N*, the proportionality factor being the ratio of Born terms. Berause this ratio includes the factor Gg'(q2), we find that t.he inelastic form factor becomes proportional to Gg' (4'). This is a model-dependent result and may not necessarily be the case for higher resonances, where the production mechanism is more peripheral and momentum dependent..
To make a more detailed comparison, we need the Rarita-Schwinger wave function for a pion-nucleon system with .I = ai. This is found to be (in the stat,i(:
where 1 is the momentum of the final pion, and x is the proton spinor. In this notation, we find from Eq. (15) in the paper of Fubini, Sambu, and Wataghin We should emphasize at this point that the easiest way of going from a rektivistic form of the vertex to a cross section is not to square and introduce a projection operator for the spin J particle but to simply use the expression above to get the helicity amplitudes f+ , fe (or equivalently g1.2,3) and the cross section has already been given in terms of these quantities. This saves a tremendous amount of labor.
It is also useful to have an explicit relation between the helicity amplitudes which characterize the vertex and the g's To get this we go to the rest frame of the isobar. To compare with the helicity representation we first construct nucleon wave functions of definite helicity. These are indicated in Table I . (They are still normalized to utu = 1.) We can now extract the helicity amplitudes by looking at the coefficients of the appropriate $A functions. The result is simply In t#he case of the 33 resonance, which XU( 6) (and its generalizations) classify in the same representation as the nucleon, there exists symmetry arguments relat'-ing theoretically the inelastic form factors to elastic form factors. For example, the static SU(6) theory predicts where ,.L~ is the x-component of the magnetic moment operator and pP = Z.iS is the magnetic moment of the proton in nuclear magnet'ons. We note also the prediction of Salam, Delbourgo, and Strathdee (17) This agrees with experiment for a reasonable choice of (?)L), the mean mass of the 56-plet of XG (6) . That g1 is small and that / f+ 1' + / ;f-1' -j G"' I'? is already known from electroproduction experiments, so that the U(6, 6) prediction is in qualitative agreement with the facts.
As a final application of our general discussion let us consider the transition to the J" = :i-state at 1512 MeV. Cone et al. (5) have seen this transition. They at,tempt' to analyze it as an El and on the basis of purely transverse excitation. They find a contradiction in that the transverse El form factors go as (q*)""-"" = const. whereas their experimental data increases with q*". One possibility is that the threshold behavior is not valid in the physical region for this process. Another possibility, however, is seen from our general "threshold formula" for normal parity transitions which for J = 9.; takes the very simple form I !!T& pic 1 "+)"threshold" s OL2 cos2 e/2 IfA -.s" We note that Coulomb excitation is actually the dominant process until one gets to the very backward angles and I fc j2 -(n*)" for t'his transition. The analysis of 1 i+ --f 52+( 1688 MeV) can also be carried out using our threshold formulas.
